
SecuriturnTM

The Removable Turnknob

SecuriturnTM MC35L5:   
For use with most locks with double cylinders that use standard LW4 keyway
Operation:  Securiturn can be removed by inserting the release key and withdrawing Securiturn™
Application:  Provides security with safety by allowing immediate exit when Securiturn™ 
 installed in inside cylinder
Notes:  - Store Securiturn™ in a safe place when not in use
 - Securiturn™ must be vertical before inserting release key

Securiturn™ is 
not in correct 
vertical position

In commercial premises and in some domestic situations, a permanent Thumbturn may be required. The Red Safe 
Plug supplied with every Securiturn™ can be inserted (with Securiturn™ disassembled) into the release key slot 
(from the inside). With Safe Plug in place Securiturn™ can not be removed (except by a locksmith).

Securiturn can be used to add safety with security 
to many types of locks, using lock cylinders shown 
here, with the common LW4 Australasian keyway.

Oval Cylinder Deadbolt Cylinder Euro Cylinder 

A feature of Securiturn™ when used in Euro cylinders is that key access from outside will be 
prevented by turning Securiturn™ from the correct vertical position. See diagram.

Because of the above feature do not leave Securiturn™ in the inside cylinder of the main access 
door as key entry could be prevented.
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Albany Endeavour

CYL4®: With One Key Security you 
can use a single key to operate all the 
locks in your home. This lock can be 

supplied keyed alike in any quantity and keyed alike to 
a variety of ASSA ABLOY locks including most similar 
products of other makes. Get one key convenience 
simply by asking your retailer. 

Albany Endeavour

Euro Cylinder Note

Operating Instructions

Safe Plug

Securiturn™ Applications

One Key Security

Your local locksmith will prepare the Securiturn™ key to your current keys cuts. Securiturn™ can be 
used on your inside lock cylinder fitted with a standard LW4 keyway.

Preparing Securiturn™ For Other Locks

Safety Note
Opening of the release key has been made difficult, as a  
child safety feature. It opens in a similar way to a pocket knife.

Insert Securiturn™ 
in inside cylinder 

Inserting SecuriturnTM Using SecuriturnTM Removal of SecuriturnTM 

Use release key to 
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